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Executive Summary

Military Sampling restrictions are still in effect.
During the day sampling concentrates around the Chlorophyll max (around 8 ◦E35’ ; 43

◦N50’) and at night along the satellite track (674).
On November 3rd three buoys have been deployed : Code1 at 14:57 UTC, 15m buoy at 15:55

UTC and Code2 at 16:06 UTC.
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1 Maps interpretation

1.1 AVISO, MOOSE radar and FSLE

ADCP data are in good agreement with FSLE. All the buoys deployed yesterday moved first
to the north-west then to the south-west maybe due to the FSLE feature located west of them
(Fig. 3).

1.2 MyOCEAN CHL

Team Bulletin is obliged to keep on using November 2nd’s image (due to cloud cover on the 4th).

1.3 MyOCEAN SST

Due to cloud coverage on Nov 3rd and 4th, no sampling plans based on SST data have been
formulated.

1.4 AVHRR pseudo-SST

Same as previous section (MyOcean SST).

1.5 SYMPHONIE model

Same as Nov 3rd bulletin.(Observed features in the model output are relatively stable, and are
similar to those mentioned in previous bulletins. SYMPHONIE data show a nearshore current
traveling west throughout the foreseen study region. )

1.6 Mars3D-ECO3M model

No images available but the Chlorophyll patch seems to have been detected by the model moving
slightly to the north-east.

1.7 WRF model

Please refer to the link: http://mio.pytheas.univ-amu.fr/OSCAHR/Figures_web/Bulletin/
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2 Strategy

2.1 Glider

Expected time of arrival to WP3 if instructions remain unchanged: shortly after midnight tonight
(5th November 2015, early morning). While the glider continues its journey towards WP3
(magenta stars on the map), our instructions remain the same: heading back to DYFAMED as
soon as the team on-board sees fit.

2.2 One plan proposed

On November 4th, station S7 has been performed at 9 ◦E; 43 ◦N54’. The ship is now returning to
the Chlorophyll max center and plans to go to the south-west towards W5 (Fig. 1). Then it will
join the satellite track at W6 and will head north-east to do a station outside of the Chlorophyll
max (and north of it) on November 5th. The plan is then to go back to the Chlorophyll max,
do another sampling station, deploy the Argo float and retrieve the other buoys.
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Figure 1: Chl from MODIS with surface layer ADCP currents along the track (black arrows).

Figure 2: SST
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Figure 3: Chl from MODIS. Position of the 15m buoy in red (+), last position in blue (o).
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OSCAHR project webpages

http://mio.pytheas.univ-amu.fr/OSCAHR

Near-real time data are provided by AVISO, NASA-Oceancolor, MyOceans, the MOOSE HF
radar and the output of the numerical models Mars3D-ECO3M, Symphonie and WRF.
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